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I. Introduction

This review will be limited to Beauty and Tau-Charm factories. Many B-factory projects

have been worked out throughout the world and most of them have led to detailed technical

proposals. The most advanced ones, considered to be ready for construction, if funding is

available, are[l, 2, 3] :

- TRISTAN II at KEK, Tsukuba, Japan

- PEP II at SLAC, Stanford, USA (Collaboration SLAC/LBL/LLNL)

- CESR-B at CORNELL, Ithaca, USA

All these projects have in common the use of existing sites and existing facilities and they

are well advanced in terms of R&D. Then, comes the B-factory project in Novosibirsk as a

piece of a future large accelerator complex called VEPP 5 that also includes a PHI factory

and corresponding injectors[4].

Other proposals exist, such as the swiss project PSI[5], the B-factory at CERN in the

ISR tunnel[6] and the DESY B-factory[7] but they all seem to have been withdrawn from

the world competition ; hence they will be given no more attention in the following.

As for Tau-Charm factories, the remaining candidates are :

- The DUBNA project in Russia[8], often presented as a piece of a large accelerator

complex that also includes synchrotron radiation, heavy ion and high resolution neutron

source facilities.

- The European project, which corresponds to a proto-collaboration of different institutes,

set up recently after the Spanish project[9] was withdrawn in late 1992.
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II. Main characteristics of e+e factories

Factory is synonymous with very high luminosity colliders. It turns out that increasing

the luminosity requires storing of high circulating current. This leads to a multibunch

mode of operation since the bunch current is limited by the beam-beam interaction itself.

However, many bunches in each beam, in a single ring, would in principle give additional

crossing points around the circumference with a negative effect on the performances, unless

electrostatic beam separation is made at these unwanted crossings. Such a scheme has been

already successfully used on CESR, at Cornell with a few bunches in each beam, leading

to a world record on the luminosity (2.5 1032 cm"2 s"1). With a much larger number of

bunches, the scheme gets acrobatic and difficult and the next obvious solution consists of

two separate rings with a common insertion region for desirable e+e~ collisions.

Finally, all Beauty and Tau-Charm factories under consideration have been designed

with two rings, either with one ring aside or atop the other one, in the same tunnel, with

the same circumference and a single crossing point. The aim of these factories, compared

to the present state of the art[10], is to gain about two orders of magnitude on the lu-

minosity in the long term and at least one order of magnitude in the very short term.

For B-factories the reference, as already mentioned, is the present CESR situation with

2.5 1032 cm"2 s"1, while for Tau-Charm factories the reference is the BEPC machine in

Beijing with 1031 cm"2 s~\ both machines being single ring machines and the latter oper-

ating in the single bunch mode.

Double ring machines, such as DCI in Orsay with a single bunch and four round beams

colliding head-on for space charge compensation, DORIS in Hamburg with many flat bunches

and a vertical crossing angle, have been built in the past without reaching their expected

performances. Staying away from these design principles, taking into account the experience

gained from them and using the experience gained on the many single ring machines operat-

ing throughout the world (beam-beam effect, single bunch and multibunch effects, beam-gas

interaction and intrabeani scattering^ give enough confidence that factory designs are safe

extrapolations of well-known accelerator techniques and technologies. However, compared

to existing machiiips. Beauty and Tau-Charm factories do present their own originalities.

As for B-factories the electron and positron energies are different although the ring cir-

cumferences are the same : hence B-factories enter into a new class of asymmetric colliders

of which HF.RA (e-p collider) in Hamburg is the first one[ll].
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In the case of Tau-C'harrn factories, their design includes the option of beam monochroma-

tization at the interaction point, which results in a much lower CM. energy spread compared

to the natural beam energy spread. However in most cases a back-up solution with a stan-

dard mode of operation is considered for practical reasons (better beam lifetime) as well as

for safety reasons since a monochromatization scheme has never been tried experimentally.

Finally, let's point out that a common characteristic of all factories is the absolute need

of powerfull positron and electron injectors according to the high desirable current and the

corresponding relatively poor beam lifetime.
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III. Choices for luminosity optimization

There are in fact very little choices in designing a machine for very high luminosity.

Past experience has proven that the ultimate limitation of e+e~ colliders is the beam-beam

interaction, and that this limit could be described as a constant maximum value, for all

machines, of a parameter £ called the space-charge parameter and which is connected to

the amplitude of the space-charge force that one bunch suffers from the other one during

the collision. This parameter, which maximum value ( M I is of the order of 0.04 ± 0.01, is

expressed for both transverse planes of motion as follows :

Nbre

2x7 (1)

having assumed gaussian transverse beam shapes with r.m.s. beam sizes «r* at the interaction

point. Nb is the number of particles in each bunch, 7 the normalized beam energy, re the

classical electron radius and 0* the betatron envelope function at the crossing point which

characterizes the sensitivity of the particle motion to the defect caused by the space-charge

force.

The limit of the number of particles per bunch N(,max is reached when £ reaches Çmax

in one plane or another. On most of the existing machines which operate with flat beams

(n'y <C <r*) the limit is first reached in the vertical plane. By properly adjusting the bunch

aspect ratio r = ^ / c " it is possible to reach the limit in both planes at the same time ; in

this case <T,"/<T* = A'J Al (optimum coupling) and it corresponds to an optimum luminosity.

As seen t he beam-beam limit corresponds to ; maximum value for the number of particles

per bunch, \\mai. Hence using additional bunches will increase the luminosity. If k is the

number of bunches per beam and / r the revolution frequency, the total circulating beam
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current is :

I = kfre Nbmai (2)

where e is the electron charge and k fT the collision frequency.

The luminosity, which is the essential machine parameter for physics, can be expressed

in a very general form as follows[12] :

r O 17 1 n34 T E1 J ^x i ^y I / o \
Man-2»-'] — <S.l' IU i[/l] ^[GeV]S "J^ f + "^T T f (o)

The formula remain valid for asymmetric rings provided the terms in the bracket are

made the same for the two rings and the beam sizes overlap perfectly at the crossing point.

Then the constant product IE can be taken from one ring or another and obviously the

higher energy ring will handle less current. For optimum luminosity the £r(S values will be

taken as (max.

From the previous formula it is seen that the main parameters for optimizing the luminos-

ity are the 0' values and the total circulating current. How to play with that is sometimes a

matter of feeling but also and essentially a matter of technical and technological limitations.

IV. Beauty factory projects

They are all asymmetric {E~ ^ E+) machines and the high energy ring is the electron

one for the obvious reason of positron production cost. From (3), it is seen that higher

luminosity requires smaller 0' values. Operating with round beams (<r* = a*), which means

equal emittance in the two planes (full coupling) and 0* = /?* will, according to (1) and (3),

lead to an additional increase of the luminosity by a factor 2, compared to the flat beam

case, for the same total current. However making /3* small in both planes is quite difficult

to manage and has a poor effect on the chromaticities and the dynamic aperture ; it also

leads to very strong insertion quadrupoles insicîi the detector.

Finally, all B-factories have been designed to operate with flat beams (<rj <C <r*, 0* <C 0I)-

A Jy of the order of 1 to '.) cm is considered to be a safe extrapolation of present achievements,

allowing the first insertion quadrupole to stay at a reasonable minimum distance from the

collision point. It is worth mentioning that an increase of the luminosity follows a reduction

of dy provided the r.m.s. bunch length nh is made such that <n, < 0^ ; this will have some

ronsequenses on the RF system.
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Table 1 gives the design parameters of the B-factory projects and shows the typical kinds

of flexibility one has in choosing the parameters to achieve the desirable luminosity.

Knergy/beam [GeV]

Luminosity [cm~* * ]

('ircumferenc* [m]
N of bunch/b«?»m

Croiaing «ngle
Cr*b croaung
Monochromatization
Beam lifetime [min)

UUy
Jll&l [cmj
Dî /D; Icm|

V R F (MV)

H0 [MeV/turn]
ob (mm)

B-factory
Cornell

CESR B

e"*" e~

3 6 8
3 0 l u 3 3

764

164

2 0 9
YES

YES
NO

135/3 75
0 04/0 03

100/1 5

500

116 32 7
0 7 4 8

10

B-Uctory
SLAC/LBL/LLNL

PEP II
e ' t~

3 1 9

3.0 1033

2200
1658

c Q .nlO . , 1n10
5 9 10 4.1 10

2 14 1 48
NO

NO

NO

1700

97/3 9 48/1 9
0.03

37 5/1 5 75/3 0

476

9 5 18 5
12 16

10

B-Uctory

KEK
TRISTAN IM

3.5 8
2 0 103 3

3018
1006

0 52 0 22
YES(IRItII)

NO

NO

19/0 19
0 05

100/1

508

20 47
0.9 4 1

5

B'factory

KEK
TRISTAN 11.3
*"• «"*

3.5 8
1.0 1O34

3018
5030

3 3 10*^ j j 10*0

2 6 11
YES
YES
NO

19/0.19
0.05

100/1

508

20 47
0 9 4 1

5

B-fftClory

Novoiibirik

t+ ,-

4 7
1.0 103 4

765

182
, Q v n l l i • m i l
1.9 10 1.1 10

2 1 12
NO

NO

Y E S

4/0.92 5 8/0 92
0 01~IO 05

4' ) 9
•38/0 38/0

500

8 6 15 4
0 6 3 2

7 0

Table 1 : B-factories main parameters

In the case of CESR-B and 1 RISTAN II, the rings are separated horizontally in the

tunnel and the beams after collision are also separated in the horizontal plane. In the case

of Novosibirsk the beams are separated in the vertical plane after collision and the rings are

put atop each other. In the particular case of PEP II, the rings are atop but the beams afl«-r

collision are initially separated horizontally ; this scheme has a more complicated insertion

but it does not cause fundamental problems.

The large differences in the circumference are due to existing tunnels, apart for the

Novosibirsk case which consequently has chosen the minimum size. Table 1 shows that

lU'twor-n the two projects with laree circumferences (PF-P II an TRISTAN II) them are still

some design differences :

• Due to high confidence in its powcrfull injector, PIM' I I uses more current for a given

luminosity and relax on .̂ * and £ values compared to TRISTAN I I . This fact also explains

; l ie «iilfereiKc in the emittances.

• PKP I l u«-s head-on collisions, which is the most conventional scheme, and a bunch

s(«icing i.f I..! m. while THIS TAX I l in its first phase uses a small crossing angle

? -
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(± 2.8 nirrl) to enhance beam séparation although it has a larger bunch spacing of 3 m

and a smaller horizontal einittance. This partly looks like a different appreciation concern-

ing the long range beam-beam effect at the first parasitic crossing following the interaction

point. In fact, a crossing angle as small as ± 2.8 mrd is considered to have no particular

effect, on the beam-beam limit according to experimental evidence on CESR[13]. Notice

that TRISTAN II-l design could come back to head-on collisions if necessary, but in prin-

ciple it is considered as to be upgraded in the future (phase 2) with a large crossing angle

(± 10-20 mrd) and smaller bunch spacing (0.6 cm) leading to an increase of the luminosity

by a factor 5.

• The two projects take benefit of the beam energy asymmetry to initiate the beam

separation after the collision point, using a common magnetic dipole. After passing this

dipole the beams go off-center in the insertion quadrupoles and are deviated further away.

In the case of TRISTAN II all these magnets, located inside the detector, are superconducting

whereas they are permanent magnets in the case of PEP II. Since PEP II detector is also

warm, there is no need for cryogenic services in this area in their case.

• TRISTAN II has a smaller ti"y value compared to PEP II. This partly explains its need

for stronger focusing through superconducting insertion quadrupoles. It also explains the

requirement of a smaller bunch length whi indead leads to a much higher RF voltage.

Considering now the two H-fartory projects with much smaller circumferences, it is seen

from table 1 that, apart from their higher number of particles per bunch, they do show some

intrinsic design features which can be hardly considered to be conventional :

• CESR-B uses a large horizontal crossing angle to separate the beams, which in princi-

ple is the most efficient separation scheme and which can be initiated from magnets located

outside the detector. In fact due to specific environment and detector constraints there is

apparently no other choice. The drawback of this scheme is that the beam-beam interaction

will induce strong synchro-betatron resonances and consequently reduce the maximum toler-

able value of the space-charge parameter. £max. The situation is quite close to the DORIS'orie

in the past, although DORIS was using a vertical separation angle, and the same problem

'Jin be expected. To overcome this bad effect CESR-H proposes to use a "crab scheme"

which coiiMsts of tilling '';<• bunch around its center of gravity, using an RF cavity with a

deflecting mode, in such a way that the bunch-bunch collision will be head-on in the moving

<'.M. framed 1. loi. Theoretical work is being carried on since no experiment cai be actually

'•t~,
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made on existing machines. If successful the same scheme can be adopted to upgrade the

luminosity of TRISTAN II (phase 2), as already proposed (see table 1).

• The Novosibirsk project uses a monochromatization scheme which implies having •>

non zero dispersion function at the crossing point and small emittances to maintain high

luminosity. Such a scheme has been known for quite a long time[16, 17, 18] but never tried

on existing machines. The aim is to reduce the energy spread in the CM., compared to the

natural beam energy spread, by particular selection of particle energies in collision. Since

monochromatization is also an important aspect of Tau-Charm factories, we shall come back

to this point in the n°xt section.

V. Tau-Charm factory projects

They are also designed with two rings but symmetric (JS+ = E~). The magnetic sepa-

ration hence is no longer usable with head-on collisions and needs to be replaced by either

electrostatic separation (ES) or large crossing angle. Up to now the Tau-Charm factories

have been essentially considered with electrostatic beam separation and head-on collisions

since the initial requirement on the luminosity could be fulfilled this way[19, 20]. More recent

pressure from the user community to increase the luminosity by another factor 3 to 4[21]

would probably lead the designers to consider a crossing angle scheme, as a future upgrade

that should be regarded from the beginning if accomodated later on. But since no detailed

work has been yet made in this direction it will be ignored in the following. On the other

hand much emphasis has been put on beam monochromatization to reduce the C M . energy

spread during collision. Some initial feasibility studies made this mode of operation as the

unique one[22] while others remained more conventional. Finally, the Tau-Charm factory

projects which today seem to be still in competition, the Dubna project for the Russian side

and the so-called European collaboration (former Spanish project), have been considering

versatile types of design which could switch from one mode of operation (monochromatiza-

tion) to the other one (standard) by simple quadrupole strength settings[23, 24]. Although

there is no priority évidence among the potential users, a scheme with polarized beams has

also been worked out[2.r)j.

Table 2 summarizes the main parameters of the Dubna and European projects and does

not show any strong differences between them.

In fact, this is not very surprising since strong collaboration exists between design-

ers to converge towards the best approach that could fulfill the phase 1 performances

i r
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(1033 cm 2 s ' ) . The third column in table 2 is a design example with a monochroma-

tization mode of operation that can be switched back to a standard one. The difference in

the circumferences here is not fundamental since it can be readjusted ; this in fact reflects

that designs are still being worked out and they are not, as for B-factories, in the stage of

detailed engineering proposals.

Energy/beam at Lmaz [GnV]

Luminosity [cm s~ ]
Circumference [m]

N of bunch/beam
Particulei/bunch
Beam current (A)

Crossing angle
Crab crossing
Monochromatization

Beam lifetime [min]

tx/ty fnm rad]

«x/«v
8%\Bl [cml

lRF [MHi)

V R F (MV)
U0 [MeV/turn]

"6 l m m l

r-charm
Europe

2.0

1.0 1O33

360

30

1.5 i o "
0 600

NO
NO
NO

290

«00/20

0.04
20/1

500

19

0.14+wiggler»
10

r.charm
Dubm

2.2

1 1 10 3 3

37«

30

1.6 101 1

0.614
N O

N O

N O

210

4»2/-

0.035

/ 1

47«

1«

0.2

7 5

T-charm
Monochrom.

so
1.0 103 3

322

30

1.3 1011

0.585
N O

NO

YES

120

10/1.2
0.04/0.035

1/15

500

0.14

Table 2 : Tan-Charm factories main parameters

Much of the design philosophy for Tau-Charm factories follows that of Beauty factories.

This is true for instance for the /3* values, the space-charge parameters and the short bunch

length. However Tau-Charm factories have their own originalities which essentially come

from the separation scheme and the monochromatization scheme. Following the parameter

list of table 2 one can draw a few comments about this :

Collision rate

Since electrostatic separators, at high energies, are not very efficient to deflect the beams,

they need to bo rather long and hence they can be hardly located inside the detector.

Consequently, the first parasitic crossing, where sufficient beam separation is needed, will

occur at quite a long distance (drtertor 4- E.S) from the collision point as can be seen on

ligure 1.

Phis constraint leads to a smaller number of bunches. A reasonable bunch spacing in

the present case is of the order of 2Li = 12 meters. As a result, the number of particles per

' • M



bunch and the emittance get bigger to obtain the desired luminosity.
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Figure 1 : Common straight section

Optics for monochromatization

As can be seen in table 2, the optics for monochromatization corresponds to a low emit-

tance one, as produced by the arcs, and to reversed /?' values at the collision point ; these

are ingredients which permit to keep the required luminosity while creating a non-zero dis-

persion function D" at the interaction point to reduce the CM. energy spread. Let's try to

comment on this.

The monochron: ization scheme consists of creating a finite dispersion function of op-

posite signs for the two rings, at the crossing point, in the vertical plane for instance :

ry)+ = -(Wvr (4)

Since the dispersion function determines the chromatic orbit corresponding to an energy

deviation with respect to the nominal energy E, a positron with a deviation +AE will meet

an electron with deviation - A E on the same chromatic orbit as seen on figure 2.

E + ÀE E-AE

E-AE E + AE

1 I-''

J : Mnnnchmmatitatiov scheme
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Ib first order all C W energies are equal to 2E, though each beam has a relative r.m.s.

energy spread a(. However due to the finite betatron beam size er*̂  around the chromatic

orbit, the gain A on the absolute value of the energy spread am in the CM. will be limited :

with

x D'y

A ~ — (6)

High gain will follow an increase of the dispersion function and a reduction of the trans-

verse betatron dimension. D' values are limited because of the strong focusing of the inser-

tion quadrupoles which affects the optical matching, while cr'p can be made relatively small

since smooth vertical bending does not generate too much vertical emittance.

0 the total vertical beam size becomes :

, 1/2

However with D'y

rv "<)*}
and the luminosity drops :

L =

(7)

(8)

where Lo is the luminosity without monochromatization (D'x = D* = 0) :

r
<•* *

i t

• t '

&••'•

L0 = (9)

In the monochromatization process, £x remains close to Çmax while £y drops considerably

due to the larger vertical size, according to ( 1 ). To overcome this bad effect on the luminosity

it is possible to enhance the first term in the bracket of formula (3) since the second one is

no more the leading one. This is obtained by reversing the insertion quadrupoles strengths

to get a low A'T instead of a low A"v ; according to ( 1 ) this must be followed by a reduction of

the horizontal beam size and the corresponding emittance tr, since a'T = (er/î^)' , to keep

6- = i>nax- I» addition the higher A'y can be adjusted such as to reach also the beam-beam

limit m the vertical plane.

The third column in table 2 shows that the luminosity can be kept, at the level of

l ( ) n cm"" s~' by reversing A" ;itid by lowering the horizontal emittance by a factor 20.

The number of particles per bunch remains nlmoM. unchanged.
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Compared to B-factories, Tau-Charm factories have poor beam lifetime, even in the stan-

dard mode of operation. This is due to the fact that high luminosity per bunch is obtained

with a high current per bunch so generating higher rate of electron-positron bremsstrahlung

and corresponding particle losses.

The monochromatization, as seen in table 2, has a dramatic effect on the lifetime. This

essentially comes from the smaller transverse emittances which increase the bunch density

all around the circumference and favour the intrabeam scattering, also leading to particle

losses, which will get worse as the energy of the ring will decrease.

VI. Specific R&D for factories

None of the proposed Beauty and Tau-Charm factories is yet under construction. How-

ever active R&D work is going on at many places, essentially at B-factory sites since corre-

sponding detailed designs are more advanced compared to Tau-Charm projects ; note that

the R&D work for B-factories is valid for Tau-Charm as well.

Although design approaches for factories are considered to be conventional, hence safe,

there are still technological challenges to be met in connection with the necessary multibunch

high current. Solutions for all these challenges exist, so let's review the main ones.

Interaction region

It is made complicated by the fact that with two rings it is necessary to both focus and

separate the beams. Solutions with or without superconducting magnets exist, and in the

case of Tau-Charm factories the electrostatic separation remains of comparable technology

as the one already used on CERN machines. So finally the remaining challenge here is

a proper integration of the insertion components with the detector which minimizes the

background, in particular the one issued from the components which separate the beams,

"urther simulation and integration of machine with detector is going on.

The micro-beta scheme can be obtained in all cases without dramatic consequences on

the dynamic aperture since chromaticities remain at a reasonable level and their correction

I)V sextupoles uses <|iiite conventional schemes. The constraint is caused by the fact that

Mic first quadrupole needs to he located close enough to the collision point in order to limit

the maximum value of the .j function which is responsible for a large fraction of the ring

' hromalicitv.
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F system

The RF system design is dominated by :

a) the high circulating current which gives high beam power losses due to synchrotron

radiation,

b) the short bunches which require high cav'ty voltage,

c) many vaches with large peak and average currents which require very low impedances

for higher o:-/le.r iiiodes (HOM) in cavities to avoid coupled bunch instabilities.

The first two constraints look more like a cost problem. In principle both high power and

high voltage favour superconducting cavities for which HOM dampers have been developed

by necessity for quite a long time. On the other hand superconducting cavities are still

expensive and temperamental with high current electron beams.

In the case of CESR-B, where a long tradition of superconducting cavity development

exists, single-cell superconducting cavities have been chosen and prototypes are being devel-

oped with emphasis on geometry and couplers[26] since accelerating voltage is not the real

worry.

Considering that superconducting RF requires particular technological expertise and ap-

propriate cleaning and cryogenic installations, the choice for PEP II has been normal con-

ducting cavities according to local experience. SLAC together with LBL and LLNL has

launched an extensive R&D program on almost single mode warm cavities[27]. Low power

cavity with mode dampers has been successfull and now extensive electromagnetic and ther-

mal studies are being done to produce a high power test cavity.

At KEK, for TRISTAN II the final choice is not yet obvious and R&D is going on, on

both superconducting and normal conducting cavities[28, 29].

Although the constraints are less severe in the case of Tau-Charm factories, these projects

at the moment seem to favour superconducting RF, following developments going on at

(1ERN and DESV.

All the factory projects have chosen a frequency around 500 MHz. Although 500 kW

klystrons exist in this frequency range. SLAC is launching a 1.2 MW prototype klystron.

In the particular case of CESR-B. crab-cavity is also under development[30].

12
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Vacuum system.

A good vacuum pressure will garantee long beam lifetime, less background in the detector

and should reduce the ion trapping phenomena in the electron ring.

Factories with large amount of circulating currents produce a large amount of synchrotron

radiation power per unit length at different strategic locations around the circumference.

Clearly the B-factories are much worse than Tau-Charm factories in this respect, and the

use of high field wigglers to control the emittance m?.kes them even more challenging. For

instance the maximum power density from synchrotron radiation on TRISTAN II is about

33 kW/m in wiggler sections which is almost an order of magnitude above a standard situa-

tion. This power leads to large thermal stresses and requires particular cooling engineering

attention. In addition the radiated photons will give high rate of photo-electrons which in

turn extract high rate of molecules that increase the pressure. Hence high pumping speed is

necessary, but the lower the photo-desorption coefficient will be the better the situation will

be.

For all these reasons the choice of copper has been validated in the case of B-factories.

This choice could be as well extended to Tau-Charm factories, although in principle alu-

minium technology can still be used here. Copper vacuum chambers have been already

used, on DCI in Orsay over a small fraction of the ring circumference, and on the HERA

electron ring in Hamburg as the major part of the vacuum chamber. Though in principle

copper vacuum systems can be regarded as a known technology, R&D work on prototypes

is still necessary to establish the best procedures for optimizing chamber fabrication and

efficient cooling within reasonable cost and according to specific B-factories performance

lcvel[31, 32, 33]. It is interesting to note also that the self shielding property of copper would

make lead shielding unnecessary.

Feed-back

With miiltibunrh beams, coupled bunch instabilities are normally expected to take place,

(îrowth rates however are limited by mode damping in cavities and the use of a feed-back

system is then possible. The worse coupled bunch instabilities take place in the longitudinal

«pare. Feed-back systems for inultibunrh operation have already been intensively developed

at CKRN'. DF.SY. KHK and SLAC hut factories need such a high current with so many

!^inches that it remains verv important to continue developing more efficient feed-back sys-
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tc-ins. Hero, existing synchrotron radiation storage rings with similar requirements are nice

tost facilities for feed-back developments. As an example, let's mention the experiment

started on SPEAR/SSRL[3i] of a bunch by bunch longitudinal feed-back system for PEP II

which will soon be installed on the Advanced Light Source at LBL.

VII. Conclusions

B-factories do not look as accelerator physics ground breakers. However, they still need to

be considered as engineering challenges in many respects. In the case of Tau-Charm factories,

the monochromatization scheme is an accelerator physics challenge ; however, most designers

are carefull enough to include a back-up conventional mode of operation.

Although f*+e~ factories appear feasible successfull fulfilment of performances is an obli-

gation which requires carefull choices and powerfull staffs.
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